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Remember:

- Update your IIA profile for the most up-to-date news.
- RSVP for the October 13th Chapter meeting
- Check out the Members Only Bookstore for audit and training materials at www.theiia.org

CIA REVIEW WORKSHOP

Part 1, Part 2 & Part 3
Dr. Glenn Sumners of LSU will be conducting the 3 part review.

Take advantage of the opportunity to attend a week long CIA Review Course and earn 40 CPEs.

The Memphis Chapter IIA would like to challenge our members to obtain the CIA designation.

Take the CIA Challenge and register today!

Register Today!!!
About the Speaker:
Jennifer Weske obtained her bachelor's degree in business administration (BBA) from Stephen F. Austin University. During college, she worked on the Space Station OSC (Operations Support) contract at NASA. This was both a fun and exciting job!

After obtaining a bachelor’s degree in accounting with a minor in computer science, Jennifer started her career in public accounting as an auditor and was eventually recruited to start a computer audit group. From public accounting, Jennifer was recruited by FedEx to work in a computer audit group in Memphis. Jennifer has experience in project management, training, information systems and finance. Jennifer obtained her MBA in Finance from the University of Memphis and her Ph.D. in Accounting from Northcentral University with a specialization in forensic accounting. Jennifer is a Certified Public Accountant, a Chartered Global Management Accountant, and a Certified Fraud Examiner. Jennifer also obtained one of the first Certified Information Systems Audit designations in 1990 but does not have an active certification. Jennifer teaches full time at Christian Brothers University as an Assistant Professor of Accounting and is the Director of the Master of Accountancy program.
Upcoming IIA Webinars

October 2015
Financial Statement Fraud

November 2015
Measuring IA Value and Performance (CBOK Report)

Upcoming Financial Services Auditor Group Webinars:

October 2015
Auditing the Business Continuity Plan

November 2015
AML and BSA: Overcoming the Challenges
“True Security Countermeasures and Audit’s Virtual Vector“

**Date:** Tuesday, October 27 & Wednesday, October 28\(^{th}\), 2015

On behalf of the Chicago Chapter of Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) and Chicago Chapter of ISACA, we invite you to our upcoming 2nd Annual IT Hacking conference.

**Location:** Summit West, 500 West Madison Street (inside the Ogilvie Train Station)

**Cost:** ISACA or IIA Member: $350.00, ISACA AND IIA Member: $325.00, Non-Member: $375.00

By the end of this course, you will have a significantly greater appreciation for the IT security landscape and how it impacts your organization. The combination of professional practice information technology experts and the broad landscape of IT vulnerabilities presented at this conference will increase the operational, financial and IT auditor’s skill sets to integrate not only information technology auditing technique, as well as, develop awareness of one of the most significant changes in the risk profile of businesses today.

**Total CPE Development Hours:** 16

**Areas of Development:** Auditing: 9, Computer Science: 4, Specialized Knowledge & Applications: 3

For more details regarding this event or to register, copy and paste the link below:

Attend IIA seminars and become:

A technical expert with industry knowledge and an arsenal of strong auditing tools and techniques.

A strategic thinker who can analyze problems quickly, manage change effectively, and drive projects successfully.

A trusted supervisor who can train, motivate, and inspire a team to perform at the highest levels.

A dynamic leader who can communicate ideas clearly, influence organizational policy, and drive change.

Follow Up on CIA Application Fee Waiver
If you took advantage of the CIA application fee waiver in August, you have about 90 days to complete the process by submitting the appropriate paperwork through CCMS. The CIA is The IIA’s flagship certification that demonstrates your competency and professionalism in the field of internal auditing.

CPE Information
Certified individuals have until Dec. 31 to report continuing professional education credits to keep their accreditation(s) in good standing with The IIA. Many on-location seminars and eLearning options remain to fulfill this year’s requirement, as well as several conferences.

Things to know:
As a benefit of membership, CPE reporting fees are waived for North American members. If you have met your annual requirement already, log on to CCMS to complete the CPE Reporting Form before the end-of-year rush.

Keep it local – check your local chapter’s listing for CPE opportunities.

Promote the IIA Profession
Are you promoting the IIA profession ~ through speaking engagements, training or recruiting? Tell us about it. Contact Lorrie McDermott for more information and proper credit at lorrie.mcdermott@ipaper.com
Are you preparing for The IIA’s Certified Internal Auditor® (CIA®) exam? Enter The IIA’s CIA eSeminar Giveaway for your chance to win an IIA CIA eSeminar, complete with The IIA’s CIA Learning System® study materials!

**Prize Details**

CIA eSeminar: Choose Part 1, Part 2, or Part 3.

Live, virtual classroom instructor-led sessions.

The IIA’s CIA Learning System reading materials (printed and e-books) and online study tools for the chosen CIA exam part.

Prize value: Up to US $1,650.

**How to Enter**

Visit The IIARF Bookstore.

Complete the online entry form (no purchase necessary).

*Entry deadline: Oct. 31, (11:59 p.m. ET).*

This giveaway is sponsored by The IIA’s CIA Learning System.

Visit The IIARF Bookstore to access the one-stop-shop for internal audit resources such as books, training materials, certification preparation, interactive programs, and more.